PROGRAM

COLLOQUIUM Safety, resilience and community: Challenges and opportunities beyond the city

09:00 Introduction and welcome
- Emma Cecchi, Safespace Network, KTH Royal Institute of Technology
- Eva Aaseng, Safespace Program, University of Oslo

09:30 Session 1 - Safety and community readiness
- Safety and community readiness: Challenges and opportunities for emergency and rescue services in rural Sweden, Suzanne Stenbacka, Uppsala University, Sweden
- Community readiness and the safety and security of rural peoples and communities, Joseph F. Drinnemeyer, The Ohio State University, USA
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

10:45 Session 2 - Police and other emergency services
- Police, protest and community: The role of police in managing public protests in rural Sweden, Ola Ljungberg, Umeå University, Sweden
- Police and community: The role of police in managing public protests in rural Sweden, Rikard Widgren, Umeå University, Sweden
- Police and community: The role of police in managing public protests in rural Sweden, Lisa Lee, University ofokemon, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

11:00 Lunch break

12:00 Session 4 - Säröplasser priset till minne av Ida Johansson (in Swedish)
- Chair: Jörgen Hökansson, Society representative: Katarina Eklof

12:30 LUNCH HOUR LECTURE & MINDING
Sustainability resilience and community challenges & opportunities in rural environments
Katarina Eklof, University of Bonn, South Africa

13:25 Break

09:30 Session 5 - Security and resilience in rural areas
- The role of communities in reducing vulnerability to crime in rural areas, Elizabeth Abbot, ESRC, University of Birmingham, UK
- Community resilience and crime prevention in rural areas, Richard Hervy, University of Plymouth, UK
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

10:45 Session 6 - Victimization and crime prevention in rural areas around the world
- Victimization and crime prevention in rural areas in South Africa, Megan Moore, University of Wollongong, Australia
- Victimization and crime prevention in rural areas in the USA, Joseph F. Drinnemeyer, University of Michigan, USA
- Victimization and crime prevention in rural areas in Brazil, Marcelo Lutz, University of São Paulo, Brazil
- Victimization and crime prevention in rural areas in India, Shalini Chatterjee, National Research Institute of Rural Affairs, India
- The power of community in crime prevention, Willie Cock, University of South Africa, South Africa
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

11:00 Session 7 - Urban planning and crime prevention (student session - in English/Swedish)
- Urban planning and crime prevention: The role of students in reducing vulnerability to crime in urban areas, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Urban planning and crime prevention: The role of students in reducing vulnerability to crime in urban areas, Linda Broberg, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Urban planning and crime prevention: The role of students in reducing vulnerability to crime in urban areas, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

11:45 Session 8 - Crime and threats against farmers
- Crime and threats against farmers: The role of students in reducing vulnerability to crime in rural areas, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Crime and threats against farmers: The role of students in reducing vulnerability to crime in rural areas, Linda Broberg, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Crime and threats against farmers: The role of students in reducing vulnerability to crime in rural areas, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

12:30 Session 9 - Police/authorities in rural areas
- Police/authorities in rural areas, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Police/authorities in rural areas, Linda Broberg, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Police/authorities in rural areas, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

13:25 Break

14:30 Session 10 - Environmental crime and governance
- Environmental crime and governance, John Innes, Richard Slattery, KTH, Sweden
- Environmental crime and governance, John Innes, Richard Slattery, KTH, Sweden
- Environmental crime and governance, John Innes, Richard Slattery, KTH, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

15:45 Session 11 - Women and crime prevention
- Women and crime prevention, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Women and crime prevention, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Women and crime prevention, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

16:30 Session 12 - Policing and emergency services in Sweden
- Policing and emergency services in Sweden, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Policing and emergency services in Sweden, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Policing and emergency services in Sweden, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

17:15 Session 13 - Crime prevention, education and innovative methods
- Crime prevention, education and innovative methods, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Crime prevention, education and innovative methods, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Crime prevention, education and innovative methods, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

18:00 Session 14 - Resident-based safety planning in small municipalities
- Resident-based safety planning in small municipalities, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Resident-based safety planning in small municipalities, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Resident-based safety planning in small municipalities, Emma Cecchi, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Panel discussion & Safespace Networking Activities

18:30 Take away messages & minding

19:00 Closing and networking reception

#SafetyBeyondTheCity
#SafetyPlaces
#SafetyResilience
#SafetyCommunity